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LEARNSMARTZ
LMS
The most complete LMS:
supports all digital
content formats and has
no installation hassles.

FLEXIBLE AND VERSATILE

Self-enrollment

The LearnSmartz LMS is one of the most flexible and versatile

Enrollment and learner authentication is simple and secure.

Learning Management Systems in the market. It gives you the

Course Management

capability to add or modify courses, have SCORM-conformant

Course creation privileges, Course store includes SCORM 1.2

content and set up a hierarchy for reporting. The LMS is set up

courses and digital documents, audio/video.

for easy tracking of users, hassle-free assignment, assessment

LMS Library

and communication.

LMS FEATURES

Create and maintain a portfolio of course-related documents.
Messages
Send/receive private instant messages

Flexible Learning

My Private Files

Netsmartz eLearning platform allows for 24/7 access to courses

Each user has a Private Files area for uploading and managing

and content. Materials can be accessed from anywhere that

a set of files.

learners have Internet access, giving them the freedom to learn
on their own time.
Mobile Compatibility

Group Management
Assigning learners to a group is a common practice in
education and business. The LearnSmartz LMS allows the

Netsmartz offers mobile eLearning, making learning-on-the-go

course instructor to easily create group categories, and

easier. mLearning is considered a complementary aspect of the

determine how members will interact with each other and

learning process, providing greater flexibility for learners to

within various activities.

access course materials on any mobile device.
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Students can chat
with each other

THE LEARNSMARTZ LMS

Course material
can be uploaded
in many formats

Can view others’
assignments if allowed
by Admin

Video Streaming

Give assignments

Scoring & Grading
Multi-format content
Feedback by email

Admin Control

LMS FEATURES CONT’D

LEARNER CAPABILITIES

Quizzes and Exams

+
Learners can change their interface language from English

Create Quizzes and Exams with options to choose any type of

(default) to any of the 35 inbuilt languages

examination question from a set of pre-created questions.

+
Learners can interact among themselves through Live Chat

Custom Reporting

+
Learners can post on various forums and exchange views

Generate reports on the basis of certification, course, groups

+
The learners can upload the assignments on the server in any

and date of start and completion as filter options.
Reminder
Makes sure students never miss a thing, reminders included.

file format
+
Learners can view and evaluate each others’ documents if

allowed by the Admin
+
Learners can also connect with the Admin/Trainer on one-

on-one basis to address their queries and concerns
+
Learners can attempt a quiz after each training session
+
They can view a calendar of events and assignments on login
+
Changes made by Admin to any document submitted by

learners can be viewed by them
+
Built-in Video Streaming allows learners to participate in real-

time lectures and seminars irrespective of geographic area
+
Additional content added by the Admin in formats like Word,

PDF, PowerPoint, Flash, Video and Audio can be accessed
+
Learners can create/edit their online profile
+
Learners can receive Admin/Trainer's feedback in email
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ADMIN’S CAPABILITIES

BENEFITS OF THE LEARNSMARTZ LMS

+
Complete course control including content of Forums,

+
Track students’ progress

Quizzes, Surveys, Assignments, Chats, etc.
+
Can restrict the access of learners to various sections of LMS

functionalities
+
Issues online assignments and creating a database of quiz

questions
+
Conducts Online Surveys and gets learner feedback
+
Designs learning plans and assignments for courses
+
Edits text entries of learners in Resources and forums
+
Tracks learners' login information and monitors their

performance

+
Can be accessed anywhere in the world
+
Create courses for your students
+
Upload and share materials in multiple formats
+
Hold online discussions and chats
+
Give quizzes, tests and take surveys
+
Disseminate, gather and review assignments
+
Record grades for students to view online
+
Online file cabinet
+
Communicate outside of the classroom as well

+
The Admin/Trainer can have different criteria for assigning

marks/ grading assignments
+
Adds new courses, issues notifications about assignments

and events
+
Views chat logs and adds topics to forums
+
Grants diverse access to different user groups
+
Can add "enrolment key" to courses to restrict course access

to non-learners. The enrolment key can be provided via
personal email
+
Enrolls /drops learners manually from the course if required
+
Conducts online polls
+
Adds a glossary related to a particular course

The LearnSmartz LMS customized for Always Best Care,

The LearnSmartz LMS being used by Safari Kids, a leader in

a premier home care provider in the US.

children’s education in Singapore.
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WHAT THE IDEAL LMS SHOULD LOOK LIKE
The right LMS is incredibly important when you want to foster
a culture of learning within your organization.
These are some of the essential elements of a good LMS - all
of which can be found in the LearnSmartz LMS
+
Intuitive user experience, low learning curve
+
Managing and updating content easily
+
Integration with your organization’s applications
+
Accessing course content on mobile devices
+
Enabling learning to be a social and collaborative experience
+
Providing reporting of results, accurate measurement and

analytics
+
Effective administration of courses and users

ABOUT NETSMARTZ

Get in touch with us:

Who we are
Headquartered in Rochester, New York and with multiple

1-888-661-8967

offices across the globe, Netsmartz is a CMMi3 & ISO 9001:2008
certified company. Formed over 17 years ago, we currently have

elearning@netsmartz.com

over 1000 employees, a rich experience of successfully

http://netsmartz.com

executing 2000+ projects and working with small companies to
Fortune 1000 clients.

ISO/IEC 27001:2013
CERTIFIED

Developer

netsmartz
Netsmartz, LLC, 332 Jefferson Road, Rochester, NY 14623, Ph: 585.340.1166 / Fax: 815.550.2295, Website: www.netsmartz.com

